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Abstract In thi; paper, we consider the procedure to ,~stimate the various effects of the design factors m the two-

stage series lines in which the first stage has an arbitrary service time. First, the system states are represented by the 

imbedded Markov .;hain and the steady state probabilities are solved by the Laplace transform with respect to the 

arbitrary service time distribution. Next, the efficiency, the idling time distribution, the blocking time distribution 

and the number of in-process works distribution are considered from the system states. Moreover the relations between 

the dual models are discussed. 

1 . In troduct i on 

Many papers have been published concerning the two-stage series lines. 

Hunt and others estimate the efficiencies and the mean number of in-process 

works for the lines with exponential or erlang service times by the Markov model 

[6], [7], [8], [ll), [12], [13]. However, most of the papers discuss on1y the 

efficiencies for the lines with the arbitrary service times by the approximation 

methods [1], [3], [10]. On the other hand, the queueing system M/G/l with a 

finite waiting room which is related to the dual model considered in this paper 

is discussed by Hashida and others, and the various results are presented [4], 

[5]. 

In this paper we consider the procedure to estimate the effects of the 

design factors in the two-stage series lines in which the first stage has an 

arbitrary service time and the second stage has an exponential service tj~me. 

First, we show that the system states can be represented by the irnbedded Markov 

chain like GI/M/l or M/G/l queueing model and that the state probabilities in 

the steady state condition can be solved by the Laplace transform with respect 

to the arbitrary service time distribution. And from the state probabilities 

the efficiency, the idling time distribution, the blocking time distribu:ion and 
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322 T. /yama 

the number of in-process works distribution are represented. Moreover, we dis

cuss the relations between:he dual models and show that the various properties 

for the dual model can be represented by the other model. 

2. Model 

The two-stage series line consists of two stages to operate the work and 

the buffer storage holding in-process works temporarily, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

000' •• 000 / Stage 1 f---[~ Stage 2/----0------0---

Fig. 2.1 Two-stage series line 

CB] Buffer Storage 

- Work Flow 

o Work 

Then the line is defined by the service time in stage i (i=1,2) represented by 

the probability density funetion (p.d.f.) fi (x) and the buffer capacity H. 

Assume that there are infinite works ready to be operated in the first 

stage and there is infinite buffer capacity just behind the second stage, there

fore idling due to lack of input works is never occurred in the first stage and 

blocking is never occurred in the second stage because the completed work is 

always ejected from the stage. And the service times are mutually independent. 

Now we formulate the work flow of this model. This flow is defined by the 

output interval O. , between the (j-l)-th work and the j-th work in stage i, 
1,] 

which is represented by 

(2.1) O. , 
1,J 

I. 'l+X, ,+B, , 
1,J- :L,J 1,] 

(i=1,2; j=1,2,3, ... ), 

where X. " I. , 1 and B., denote the service time for the j-th work in stage i, 
1,J 1,]- 1,J 

the idling time occurred when stage i waits the j-th work in stage i after eject-

ing the (j-1)-th work from the stage and the blocking time occurred when the 

service for the j-th work in stage i is completed but the work finds the buffer 

full and is held in the stage, respectively. In this equa tion I, , 1 and B, , 
1,J- 1,J 

are unknown random variab1en, but if we have the initial conditions that the 

numbers of work are independently counted in each stage and that stages 1 and 2 

begin to operate the first Hork at the same time t=O and then there is no in

process work in the buffer, Le. the j-th work in stage 1 is the (j+l)-tr work 

in stage 2 and I, 0=0, 1. , 1 and B, , are given by 
1, 1,J-- 1,J 

(2.2) 
, 2 

[ (J~ 
n=l 

j~l 0 j+ o +X,)-L. 
l,n 1,J-l n=l 2,n 
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j-l + j-M 
[L 0 
n=l 2,n 

(L 0 + Xl.)] 
n=l l,n ,] 

Il,j_l = 0 

B
2

. 0, 
,J 

where the notation [Y]+ denotes 

[Y!+ Max (0, Y) 

and Il,j_l o is given by the above assumption. 

3. The imbedded ~'a rkov chain 

323 

consider 
j-l 

Xl . - 0, He the system states at the time t = L 0 + i. e. the 
n=l l,n ,J 

time just before the completion of service for the j-th work in stage l. These 

states are defined by the state of the each stage and the number of in-process 

works in the buffer and are represented as follows; 

S j (HI' H 21 m) : Stages 1 and 2 are in operating and m in-process works 

are in the buffer (0 ~m~M) 

Sj(Hl , I
2 Io): Stage 1 is in operating and Stage 2 is in idling and 

there is no in-·process work in the buffer. 

Furthermore the time in which the each state is occurred is given by the follow

ing range of time. The state Sj(Hl,I2Io) is occurred in 

\ 
n=l 

the state Sj(Hl,H2Im) is occurred in 

j-l-m j-l j-m 
L 0 < L 0 +X.< L 0 

n=l 2,n=n=1 l,n 1,J n=l 2,n 

j-l'! + j-l j-M 
L O2 - [X2 . M - Xl .] 2. I 0 + X < L 0 

n=l,n ,J- ,] -n=l l,n l,j n=l 2,n 

In Fig. 3.1 the above relations are described. 
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State 

Range 

Time 
j-M 

0 L 
n=l 2,n 

0: The time 
j-l 

L 0 
n=l l,n 

Fig. 

T.lyarna 

j-M+1 
0 L 

n=l 2,n 

I 
j-m- l 

L 0 
n=l 

+ Xl . ,] 

3.2 The system 

2,n 

state 

j-m 
L 0 

n=l 2,n 

o 
2,n 

In this figure 12 ., Bl . and °
2

. (0 ~m~M-l) denote the idling time occurred 
,] d ,]-m 

immediately after the ejection of the j-th work in stage 2, the blocking time 

occurred immediately after the completion of service for the j-th work in stage 

1 and the rest part of service time for the (j-m)-th work which exists in stage 

2 when the service for the j-th work in stage 1 is completed and also there are 

m in-process works in the buffer, and they are given by 

°2 . ,]-m 

[( li: l j + + 
0

1 
+ Xl .) - L O

2 
] .s.. [Xl . - X2 .] 

n=l ,n ,] n=l ,n _. ,] ,] 

j-M 
[L 0 
n=l 2,n 

j-l + + 
(L 0 + X )].s.. [X2 . -M - Xl .] 
n=l l,n l,j ,] ,J 

In this model the system state at any time does not form the Markov c:hain 

j-l 
but the state at L 0

1 
+ Xl . - 0 forms the imbedded Markov chain, therefore 

n=l ,n ,] 

this transition probabilities are determined by the number of works for which 

the services are completed in stage 2 during the service time Xl,j+l 

3.1 the transition probabilities are represented. In this table °
2 

. 
,]-m 

In Table 

is the 

unknown random variable, but the p.d.f. h (0) can be calculated as follows. 
m 

We define the completed part 

work which exists in stage 2 when 

denote the p.d.f. by g (6). Then 
m 

of the service time 6
2

. for the (j-m)-th 
,]-m 

the (j+l)-th work in stage 1 is ejected, and 

6
2

. and X are mutually independ,~nt and 
,]-m 2,j-m 
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State at 

j-1 
l: 0 +X ,-0 

n=l l,n 1,J 
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Table 3.1 Transition probability 

State at 
j 

l: 0 +Xl '+1-0 n=l l,n ,J 
Transition Probability 

Pre,b. (X1,j+l~X2,j+1_M) 

M M 
Prob. (l: X, < X , < l: X , 

n=m+1 2,J+1-n 1,J+1=n=m 2,]+1-n) 

Sj+1(Vll , I 2 Io) 

Sj+1(W1 ,w2 1m+1) 

O
2

, is given by 
,J-m 

(3.1) O2 , X2' - 62 , , ,J-m ,J-m ,J-m 

therefore h (0) is represented by 
tr 

M 

Prob. ( l: X2 '+1- < Xl '+1) n=O ,J n ,J 

Prob. (Xl '+1 ~ O2 '_ ) ,J ,J m 

Prob. (0 , < X , < 0 , +X, ) 
2 , J -m 1, J + 1 = 2, J -m 2 , J -m+ 1 

m 
Prob. (0 , + l: X, < X < 

2,J-m n=k+12,J+1-n 1,j+1= 

m 
o , + l: X, ) 
2,J-m n=k 2,J+l-n 

m 
Prob. (0 , + l: X. < X , ) 

2,J-m n=O 2,J+l-n 1,J+1 

Prob. (X2 '+1 < Xl '+1) , J ,J 

(3.2) h (0) 
!Tt ~ ~g (6)f

2
(6+0)d6do 

o 0 m 
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where the p.d.f. f 2 (x) of the service time in stage 2 is 

Consequently it is appeared that °2 , has the same p.d.f. with that of X2 . 
,]-m ,]-m 

and all the transition probabilities can be calculated and finally we can 

estimate the system state probabilities in the steady state condition. 

Now we estimate the st eady state probabilities. These transition probabili

ties can be rewritten by k
j 

(3.3) k. 
1 

and the system state equations in the steady state condition are given by 

(3.4) 

{P(WI ,W2 IM) + P(WI,W2IM-I)}k2 + P(WI,W2IM-2)kl 

+ P(HI,W2IM-3)kO 

{P(V;1,1./2IM) + P(WI , H21 M-I) }~ + P (W I' w21 M-2)~_1 

+ .......... + PO~I,W2IO)kl + P(WI,I2IO)kO 

{P(l~I,H2IM) + P(WI,H2IM-I)} 'E k. + P(\vI,W2IM-2) Z k. 
i=M+I 1 i=M 1 

P(o): The steady state probability that the system state is S(o). 

Therefore, if Pi denotes P(WI,W2IM-i) and PM+I denotes P(WI,I2Io), these equa

tions are rewritten by using K(Z) and F(Z) 
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(3.5) K(Z) 

ex> i 
I: P.Z , 

i=O ~ 

where P =0 (i ~M+Z), and we have 
i 

(3.6) 
1-Z M+Z 

F(Z;) = PO· 1-Z/K(Z) + Z H(Z), 

where H(Z) is the power series of Z. 

If the Laplace transform of f
1

(x) is represented by V
1
(s), we have 

so the above equation is 

(3.7) F(Z) 

In this equation the steady state probabilities P, (0 ~ i ~M+1) are given by the 
, ~ --

coefficient of Z~ and expressed in terms of Po if V
1
(·) can be expanded in a 

power series. Moreover the root of the equation l-Z/V
1

0 ZCl-Z»)=0 has always 

Z=l and if we denote the other roots by l/a" the equation (3.7) is 
~ 

(3.8) F(Z) 

4. Various 1 i ne characters 

First we estimate the idling time I Z ,J'+l and the b~ocking time Bl '+1 
J-1 ,J 

this model El '+1 is occurred when the system state at I: 0
1 

+X1 ,-0 iB 

In 

,J ,n=l ,n ,J 
J 

S,(W1 ,WZ !M) and changes to S'+1(W
1

'WZ !M) at I: 0
1 

+X1 '+1-0 or when the state 
J J n=l ,n ,J 

is Sj (Wl ,WZ !M-1) and changes to Sj+l (w
1

,WZ !M), and it is not occurred in the 

other cases, Therefore Bl ' 1 is represented by 
,J+ 

(4.1) [XZ ,j-M+1 
+ 

BJ '+1 Xl ,j+1 1 or 
-,J 

[oZ,j_M+l 
+ 

\,j+1 1 or 

= o· 

Consequently the p .d. f. wB (x) (x>O) for the blocking time Bl,j+l is giv.en by 
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(4.2) 

p. (.) : 
J 

T. Jyama 

P j (W l' W 2 1 M) • P T [S j (\-]1' W 21 M) +S j +1 (W l' W 21 M) ] . 

f(x) 

+ P j (HI ,W2 !M-l) .p T[Sj (W
l 

,W2 !M-l)+Sj+1 (W
l 

,W2 !M)]. 

f(x) 

j-l 
The probability that the system state at 1: 0

1 
+Xl ,-0 is S,(') 

n=l ,n ,J J 

PT[Sj(')+Sj+l(')]: The transition probability that the system state 

changes from S,(·) to S, 1(') 
J J+ 

j-l 
On the other hand 1 2 ,J'+1 is occurred when the system state at 1: 0 +X -0 

n=l l,n l.j 
j 

is s/wl,W2IM) and changes to Sj+l(Wl ,12 10) at n~lOl,n+Xl,j+l-O, when th,= state 

is Sj(Wl,W2Im) (O,;;"m,;;"M-l) and changes to Sj+l(Wl,1210) or when the stat,= is 

Sj(Wl,12Io) and changes to Sj+l(Wl,12Io), and it is not occurred in the other 

cases. Therefore it is represented by 

M + (4.3) 12 '+1 [Xl,j+l 1: X 2 ,j+1-n] or 
,J n=O 

m 
]+ 

[Xl '+1 .-
°2 ' 1: X or 

,J ,J-m n=O 2,j+l-n 

[Xl ,j+1 
+ 

X2 '+1] or 
,J 

O. 

Consequently the p.d.f. w
1

(x) (x> 0) for the idling time 1
2
,j+l is given by 

(4.4) Pj(Wl,W2IM)'PT[Sj(Wl,H2IM)+Sj+l(Wl,1210)]. 

fM+l(x) 
M 

Prob. (Xl '+1 > 1: X2 '+1 ) .J n=O ,J -n 

M-I 
+ 1: P, (W'L ,W2 Im) 'PT [S, (W

l
, W

2 Im)+s '+l(W
l

, 12! 0)]. 
m=O J - J J 
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fm+Z(x) 
-------

Prob. (X > 0 + mL X. ) 
l,j+l Z,j-m n=O Z,]+l-n 

Prob. (Xl ·+1 > Xz .+;T. 
,J ,] ". 

(m) 
where fZ (x) denotes the m times convolution function of fZ(x). From the Table 

3.1 we have:he next equalities, too 

(4.5) Prob. (XZ . -M+l ~Xl ·+1) , J ,J 

PT [Sj (Wl'WzIM-l)-+Sj+l (Hl,WzIH) 1 = Prob. (oz ,j-M+l ~Xl,j+l) 

M 
Prob. (X . > LX. ) 

1,J+l n=O Z,J+l-n 

m 
Prob. (X . > 0 . + LX. ) 

1,J+l Z,J-m n=O Z,]+l-n 

so that in the steady state condition:4.2) and (4.4) are rewritten by 

(4.6) 

In this model the efficiency p is reprl~sented by 

(4.7) p 
1 1 

where Xi' El and I
Z 

denote the mean op'~ration time in stage i, the mean blocking 

time in stage 1 and the mean idling time in stage Z. And the number of in

process works distribution at the time just before the completion of service in 

stage 1 is given by P. (0 ~ i .::'.M+l) and the mean number N of the in-process w()rks 
l - --

is given by 
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M 
(4.8) N I: m' P (1,11' Vl2 I m) 

m=O 

5, The dual model 

In this section we diE~cuss the dual model in which the service time in each 

stage is exchanged. 

At first we consider the system states occurred at the time t=jl: 02 -0, i.e. 
n=l ,n 

th::o t il'le jus t before the ej ec tion of the j -th ~vork in stage 2. These states are 

defined by 

Sj,(vl1,H2Im): Stages 1 and 2 are in operating and m in-process works are in 

the buffer (0 < m < M) 

Sj(Bl,W2IM): Stage 1 is in blocking, Stage 2 is in operating and M in

process works are in the buffer, 

and the relation between the system states and the range of time in which each 

state is occurred are described in Fig. 5.1. In this figure 12* " B* and 
,J l,j+M °1'" '+m (l:::,m:::,M) denote thE" idling time occurred immediately after the ejection 

,J --
of the j-th work in stage 2, the blocking time occurred immediately after the 

completion of service for the (j+M)-th work in stage I and the rest part of 

service time for the (j+m)-th work which exists in stage 1 when the service for 

the j-th work in stage 2 iE completed and also there are m in-process works in 

the buffer. 

State 

Range 

Time 

S j (1\ ' v12 I 0) Sj(Vil , W211) Sj(Wl ,w2 Im) Sj(B I ,W2 IM) 

I~ . - 6* - - 6* ..... Br '+M l,j+l I '+m ,J ,J ,J 

l-

+ + 
[Xl '-X2 .l--Xl,j+l- - Xl . --[X2 ,-Xl '+M l ,J ,J ,]+m ,] ,] 

j-l j+m-2 j+M-l 
L: 0 +X . 

n=l l,n 1,J 
L: 0 +X , 

n=l l,n 1,J+m-l 
L: 0 +X 

n=l l,n 1,j+M 

0: 
j 

The time L: ° 
n=l 2,n 

jL: 0 +X . 
n=l l,n 1,J+l 

Fig. 5.1 The system state 

j+m-l 
L: 0 +X , 

n=l l,n 1.J+m 

t 
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j 
In this model the state at L O

2 
-0 forms the imbedded Markov chain and 

n=l ,n 

these transition probabilities are determined by the number of works for which 

the services are completed in stage 1 during the service time X2 ,j+l L1 Table 

5.1 these probabilities are represented, where 0
1
*, has the same p.d.f. with 

,J+m 
the p. d. f. for the service time in stage 1 and it is represented by 

(5.1) 

Table 5.1 Transition probability 

State at State at 

j L 0 '+1 
-0 J L 0 -0 Transition Probability 

n=l 2,n n=l 2,n 

Sj(W
l

, W2 10 ) Sj+1(Wl , W
2 Io) Prob. CC < X '2 '+1 = 1 '+1) ,J ,J 

Sj+1(Wl ,w2 Im) 
In m+l 

Prob. ( L Xl' < X2 ' 1 < L Xl ' + ) n=l ,J+n ,J+ =n=l ,J n 

Sj+1 (B l , W
2 IM) Prob. ( 

11+1 
L Xl '+n < X2 '+1) n=l ,] ,J 

Sj(W
l

,w2 Im) Sj+1 (Wl,W2Im-l) Prob. (K2 '+1 ~ of '+m) ,J ,J 

(l~m~M) Sj+1 (Vll , W
2 Im) Prob. (5*, < X , < 0*, +X, ) 

l,J+m 2,J+l= 1,J+m l,J+m+l 

k 
(m+1~k~M) Sj+l(Wl , W

2 Ik ) Prob. (<5* + L X < X < 
l,j+m n=m+l l,j+n 2,j+l 

k+1 
0*, + LX, ) 
1,J+m n=m+l 1.J+n 

Sj+1(Bl , W
2 IM) Prob. 

M+l 
(5* + L X < X ) 

l,j+m n=m+l l,j+n 2,j+l 

Sj(B
l

, VJ2 IM) Sj+l (VJ1 ,w2 IM) Prob. (X2 ,j+l ~ Xl,j+M+l) 

Sj+l(Bl , W
2 IM) Prob. (Xl '+M+l < X2 '+1) ,J ,J 
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From this Table we can estimate the steady state probabilities P*(V;'l'\"2Im) 

and P*(Bl,W2IM), and if we denote 

(5.2) 

and 

(5.3) F*(Z) z p* zi 
i=O i ' 

we have the following systE'm equation, where Pt=O (i~M+2), 

(5.4) 

U~(s): Laplace transform in terms of f~(x). 

In the dual models we have 

u,.,(" (l-Z» 
2 1 

so the following equalities are obtained 

(5.5) 

and 

(5.6) 

p* 
i 

The idling time I!,j+l and the blocking time B!,j+M+l are estimated by 
j 

using the system state at L O
2 

-0 as follows. The idling time is occurred 
n=1 ,n 

when the system state is Sj(W1,H2IO) and changes to S~+l (Wl,W2Io) or when the 

system state is Sj(Hl,W2Il) and changes to Sj+l (Wl ,\-i21 0), and it is not occurred 

in the other cases. Therefore I!,j+l is represented by 
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+ 
[Xl,j+1-XZ,j+1l or 

[6Lj+1-XZ,j+ll+ or 

o. 

333 

And the blocking time B!,j+M+l is occurred when the system state is Sj(Wl ,WZ [0) 

and changes to Sj+l (Bl,WZ [M), when the state is Sj(Hl,HZ [m) (l~m~M) and changes 

to Sj+l(Bl,HZ[M) or when the state is Sj:(B
l

,H2 [M) and changes to Sj+1(B
l

,WZ [M), 

and it is not occurred in the other cases, therefore it is represented by 

(5.8) 
M+l + 

[XZ '+1 - l: Xl '+r 1 or ,] n=l,] I 

H+l + 
[XZ '+1 - 6*1 '+m - l: Xl '+nl or ,] ,] n=m+l,] 

.-
[XZ ,j+1 - Xl,j+M+l 1 or 

o. 

Therefore by using the same procedure in Section 4 the idling time distribution 

w~(x) (x> 0) and the blocking time distribution w~(x) (x> 0) in the steady state 

condition are given by 

(5.9) W~(x) (p* + p*) .f*(x) o 1 

_ M+l_ 
wB*(x) = (p* + p*) ·f* (x) + .~ P*.fM+* Z (x), o 1 M+l mo:2 m -m 

f*(x): 'f~(y)f!(y+x) dy 

f~(x): "f! (m) (y) f~(y+x) dy, 

where f!(m)(x) denotes the m times convolution function of flex). From (4.6), 

(5.5) and (5.9) we have the following equalities, 

(5.10) W~(K) = wB(x) 

W~(K) = wr(x) • 

Finally the mean number N* of the in-process works is represented by 

(5.11) 
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and from (4.8), (5.6) and (5.11) we have 

- -(5.12 ) N* = M-N. 

6. Conclusion 

We have discussed the procedure to estimate the effects of the design 

factors in the two-stage series lines in which the first stage has the arbitrary 

service time. And the various line characters are obtained and the relations 

between the dual models are presented. For example, we represent the mean idling 

times for the various two-stage series lines in Table 6.1 and 2. 

Table 6.1 Numerical results of B1 for the balancing line 0"2=1.0) 

3ervice Time Distribution f1(x) 
M K-Erlang Uniform Constant 

K=l K=2 K=4 K=5 O. 5~xg.5 x=1.0 

0 0.5000 0.44,'14 0.4096 0.4019 0.3834 0.3679 

1 0.3333 0.2807 0.2497 0.2428 0.2268 0.2141 

2 0.2500 0.20,'15 0.1785 0.1731 0.1600 0.1500 

3 0.2000 0.1607 0.1389 0.1343 I 0.1235 0.1154 

4 0.1667 0.1324 0.1136 0.1098 
li 

0.1006 0.0938 

5 0.1429 0.lU5 0.0962 0.0928 0.0848 0.0790 

6 0.1250 0.0978 0.0833 0.0804 0.0134 0.0682 

7 o .UU 0.0865 0.0735 0.0709 0.0646 0.0600 

8 0.1000 0.0776 0.0658 0.0634 0.0577 0.0536 
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Table 6.2 Numerical results of Bl for the unbalancing line (1. 1=0.5, 1. 2=1.0) 

Service Time Distribution flex) 
M K-Erlang Uniform Constant 

K=l K=2 K=4 K=5 1.0,;;,x,;;,3.0 x=2.0 

0 0.3333 0.2500 0.1975 0.1859 0.1590 0.1353 

1 0.1429 0.0833 0.0530 0.0471 0.0346 0.0251 

2 0.0667 0.0303 0.0154 0.0129 0.0081 0.0050 

3 0.0323 0.0114 0.0046 0.0036 0.0019 0.0010 

4 0.0159 0.0043 0.0014 0.0010 0.0005 0.0002 

5 0.0079 0.0016 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001 

6 0.0039 0.0006 0.0001 0.0001 

7 0.0020 0.0002 

8 0.0010 0.0001 

Ai: The operation rate in stage i 
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